
Transition Town Demo-plot

Summary: A design to further develop an existing demonstration vegetable
growing plot, to demonstrate permaculture principles, benefit wildlife and increase

the range of produce. The design focused on keeping energy in the system (e.g.
water, fertility), increasing natural pest control and growing more perennials in

forest garden planting. The design was not implemented which I feel really limited
my learning from the project; this highlighted to me that I would benefit from more

experience implementing land based projects.
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Introduction
This design was to further develop a demonstration vegetable plot set up by a transition town. The plot was 
mainly used to grow annual vegetables and the paid gardener (funding gained by the transition town) also ran
free growing courses for local people. The gardener expressed an interest in permaculture and asked me to 
advise her on how permaculture could be applied to the plot. It became clear early on that this design would 
not be implemented; however, as several opportunities for land based projects had fallen through around this 
time, I decided to complete this design and write it up as an exercise. I used the O'BREDIMET design 
framework for the first time.

Observe
Site Survey

The site is a previous residential garden of around 350m2. It is bordered by the canal tow path to the south 
and residential gardens to the other 3 sides.

Aspect: The site is on a very gentle north facing slope

Soil: The soil is a silty loam, fertility is reported to be a little limited on the vegetable beds, and seems to be 
lacking in organic matter. At the south end by the wall the soil is deep and fertile, likely because fallen leaves
accumulate here and nutrients are washed down the slope.

Microclimate: The site is sunk down a little from the canal and is very sheltered from the wind, especially W
or SW winds but also north easterly winds. Cool air is likely to pool at the bottom of the slope creating a 
frost pocket (there has not been an opportunity to observe this). The site receives plenty sun in the summer 
-sunnier and shadier spots can be observed on the shade map (p134). Due to the trees lining the canal, winter 
sunlight will be in much shorter supply at the south end of the garden. At the point of writing I have not 
observed the garden in the winter

Water: There is no mains water supply, a container the size of a baby's bath collects rain water which falls 
into it.

Plants: There are 3 mature standard apple trees, one unidentified conifer and several aged blackcurrant 
bushes. The grass is mown except for a small patch at the NE corner where woody waste has been piled, 
docks, nettles and dead-nettles grow there (another indicator of the fertile soil at this end). A hawthorn hedge 
runs alongside the fence on the east side. There is some plantain and creeping buttercup throughout the grass 
(so the soil, although well drained, is unlikely to be very dry). There are wild strawberries along the edge of 
the neighbouring house, likely planted there. The vegetable beds are mainly planted with annuals along with 
a few herbs.

Animals: No striking signs of animals, frogs are common along the canal so it seems likely there are at least 
some nearby. There are several cats in the area, which is likely to keep rodents and possibly frogs down. 
There are signs of small rodents. No signs of hedgehogs have been seen. The birds most regularly seen in the
garden are wrens, robin and blackbirds

Access: A gate and 3 steps leading from the canal, cars have access to this part of the canal

Structures: The wall and fence to the north and east are in good condition, as is the wall to the south east. 
The bank to the south is possibly the remains of a wall, though it looks like most of the stones have been 
removed except at the west end. A post and wire fence tops this, in poor condition but currently being 
repaired. A small number of tools are stored in a locked box on site.

Local Climate

-70m above sea level
-800-1000mm annual rainfall 
-100-130 days of ground frost
-Growing season 240 days
-Average January temperature of 3-5oC and average July temperature of 14-16oC
-Average wind speed 10-14 knots 
-Prevailing winds W to SW, occasionally a cold E to NE wind, this occurs more often in the spring
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Base Map
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Shade Map

Observations were made 3 times a day on one day in March, June and September. The sunniest area was 
never shaded and the shadiest areas were only sunny on one observation.
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Client survey

The client survey was conducted with the paid gardener:

Overall vision: A wider range of produce, different methods on show, perhaps more structures -a shed? More
wildlife gardening. A good fertile soil built up, lots of people dropping in.

Main aims of the demo-plot: To show local people how to grow fruit and veg, to show different methods 
and ways of growing in different situations.

What has worked well: Most crops have done well, there was a good crop all through the summer. Produce 
was distributed to staff, volunteers and the food coop. There is plenty interest from passers by.

What has worked less well: Plants started off later did not do well, pumpkins also produced no yield, very 
slow to grow. There has been limited interest in the 'grow your own' courses and drop-in, though there have 
been a few regulars.

What do you want to produce here: Anything that we can show local people how to grow, we need a wider
variety and more fruit.

What do you want to change: I want to build up a fertile soil, and to replace the failing fruit bushes and 
produce more fruit. I would like somewhere to store tools and somewhere to start off seedlings earlier.

Is there anything else you want from this design: To make the corner where the grass has been allowed to 
grow long in to a wildlife area. To apply Permaculture to the garden.

Skills: The gardener is experienced growing annual vegetables with conventional methods, she has spoken 
about learning to train fruit trees e.g. step-over, cordons etc.

Boundaries
Climate: The local climate as outlined above is typical of east Scotland near the coast. The lower end of the 
garden is likely a frost pocket.

Soil: The silty soil will hold nutrients and drain well but be easily compacted. The gentle slope and fairly 
well-draining soil could lead to leaching of nutrients.

Light: The light levels in the plot vary, with some shadier ares as shown on the shade map; direct sunlight 
may be much lower in the winter.

Water: There is limited rain water collection on site and no mains water supply.

Space: The edges of the plot are clearly defined, there is unused space but not a great deal of room to 
expand.

Layout: Energy has already been put into establishing the layout of the plot. Mature fruit trees also dictate 
some of the layout.

Funding: The funding for the paid gardener and running the courses runs out in 6 months and it is unknown 
whether more funding will be obtained.

Maintenance time: With a paid gardener there are up to 20 hrs maintenance a week available, this is likely 
to drop sharply if and when funding ends, it is not possible to predict by how much.

Interest/volunteers: There is a limited amount of interest, it is not clear how many volunteers would step 
forward when the funding runs out.

Neighbours: There are neighbours on one side of the plot who have a gate giving access through the plot 
which must be kept clear. There is a great deal of foot and bicycle traffic past the plot on the canal tow-path 
so tools and equipment must be kept secure. 

Attitudes/gardening methods: Although the gardener has asked for my input I may not have much 
influence and certainly don't have any control over how the plot is designed. The gardener is interested in 
permaculture but she has used 'conventional' gardening methods for many years and may not feel she wants 
to take on all my ideas, additionally the owner of the plot also has some influence over how it is gardened. 
There is concern about how 'tidy' the garden looks.
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Resources
Leaf litter -There is a significant amount of leaf litter in the garden, much of which is left where it falls, in 
shady corners of the garden, or cleared away and taken to the community recycling centre.

Local farm manure -Horse manure is added to the growing beds.

Space- The plot is 380 m2 (about 130m2 larger than a standard allotment) and has plenty space for its 
purpose, some of it unused.

Wildlife habitat -Along the canal there is a great deal of wildlife habitat which could provide a supply of 
beneficial insects and pest predators.

Funding -There is currently funding available which could pay for any changes in the next few months.

Produce -The garden is currently producing vegetables which are distributed among transition town staff 
and volunteers, and people who come on the 'grow your own' courses. There is also the apple harvest from 3 
trees, which goes largely unused.

Paid gardener- For the next few months at least there is a paid gardener working in the plot.

Volunteers -There are volunteers who help out with odd jobs in the garden and a pool of potential volunteers
via transition town network. These volunteers bring resources such as transport and a range of skills.

Footpath/passers by -There are many passers by on the tow-path providing opportunities for generating 
interest and getting more people involved.

Rainwater -There is a decent level of rainfall in the area which is a currently under utilised resource.

Fruit trees -There are several mature fruit trees in the garden, as noted above the fruit and leaf litter they 
produce it not fully utilised.

Local traders -The local hardware store and sawmill can provide a variety of materials.

Waste cardboard -Every week waste cardboard is put out by shops on the nearby high street.

Local recycling centre -Also nearby and is a good source of scrap wood and bricks; workers are generally 
happy to assist in locating materials to be reclaimed.

Evaluate
It was important to decide on the scope of this design i.e. to only advise the current gardener on using 
permaculture principles on the plot, or to also design how the garden might function after funding runs out 
e.g. volunteers, distributing of produce, connections with the LETS etc. or to also design how the land based 
design might develop in the future when there is no longer a paid gardener. As I didn't know whether funding
for the current gardener would be renewed, and what the situation would be (in terms of who would want to 
be involved in running the plot) if the funding did run out, I decided to stick to the first option initially. 
Further design could take place if there seemed to be an opportunity.
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Unmet needs/unused outputs

While there are some positive beneficial relationships in the plot, with natural pest control and pollinators, 
there are unmet needs and unused outputs in the system: fertility is exported in the form of glass clippings, 
leaf litter and tree prunings and then imported in the form of farmyard manure and artificial fertilizer; natural
pest control has not been sufficient and slug pellets are used; water and compost are sometimes brought in by
car.

PMI Analysis

Plus Minus Interesting
‒Site is producing well
‒Sheltered site
‒Plenty beneficial insects 
‒An area has been left to go wild
‒Permaculture ethics are in evidence 
(promoting local food, mainly organic,
involving the community, sharing 
produce)
‒There is a small compost heap
‒Some use of perennials (oregano, 
strawberries and chives)
‒Some use of stacking e.g. lettuce with 
broad beans
‒Flowering plants attractive to insects
‒ Experienced paid gardener
‒Volunteers with a variety of skills

‒A lot of bare soil
‒The soil in the beds is low on organic 
matter
‒Annual full digging
‒Treading on beds
‒Soil has poor structure and can get a 
little compressed
‒The project is dependant on paid staff 
who may not be around much longer
‒Most of the plot is high maintenance 
annual beds, may not be sustainable if 
funding runs out.
‒Importing fertility, while exporting it 
also

‒The space is not used to its full 
potential, production could be 
increased
‒There may be opportunities to 
increase interest in local food/ grow-
your-own/permaculture
‒Create lower maintenance more 
sustainable, more resilient garden
‒There may be opportunities for 
sharing skills; gardener, volunteers, 
courses
‒It is possible the food coop will 
continue another year if there is 
demand
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Functions of the Design

Build soil fertility

Supply water

Pest control

Starting seedlings earlier in spring

Produce a wider range of produce, including fruit

Make better use of the space

Improve wildlife friendliness

Lower maintenance (or the flexibility to move to lower maintenance should funding cease)

Learning and raising awareness (of growing and wildlife friendly, sustainable gardening)

Design
In this design I decided to try using a different set of principles so I considered how to apply the principles as
described by Patrick Whitefield:

Wild soil: Improve structure by having no-tread beds and reduce digging. Cover the soil by using ground 
cover, mulches and green manures. Increase the use of perennials, more fruit bushes and herbs.

Diversity: Less monoculture, more herbs and flowers, stacking. Encourage a diversity of plants in the 
wildlife area, use seed bombs to introduce seed. Provide habitat for a diversity of insects e.g. bug hotels. 
Allow an area to grow wild producing a diversity of plants and insects. Bring in a wider diversity of people 
by making use of the passing foot traffic; put a sign outside the gate when the gardener is in, offer people 
free advice and produce.

Multidimensional design: Stacking: stacking in space, both within the rotation plan for annual veg, and 
under-planting trees and fruit bushes. Stacking in time e.g. plants which are early into leaf under the 
deciduous trees. Stacking of function (see 'input-output'). Succession: grow vegetables and herbs between the
fruit bushes as they mature. Edge: perennials and flowers around the edge of vegetable beds, narrow 
(<120cm) no-tread beds with paths either side. Forest-edge type planting around fruit trees and bushes. 
Maximise boundary meeting with wildlife habitat e.g. have a wildlife area within garden including hedgehog
habitat and small pond providing habitat for amphibians (both particularly good for slug control).

Relative location: For the details of how elements are placed in order to maximise the beneficial 
relationships see the map key (p142)

Input/output: Linking: The exercise on the following page helped me consider how elements could be 
linked, for example prunings from the apple trees could provide habitat in any wildlife areas; insects from 
the wildlife area provide pollination for the fruit trees and bushes; overflow from a water butt could fill the 
pond. The exercise also highlighted that a great deal of the beneficial relationships arise from the 'wild' areas 

Multiple outputs:

-Mineral accumulating plants can be a compost material, mulch material, liquid feed, nectar source and 
insect attractor.

-Mulched paths provide access to no tread beds, act as a weed barrier and provide compost material.

-The shed can also collect water and the water butt can supply water to the vegetable beds and liquid feed 
container and can overflow to a pond.

-Herbs and other perennials can be a source of nectar or berries for birds and an attractor of pollinator and 
pest-predator insects. They also supply food and benefit the soil.

-Many aspects of the garden have a role in education as well as their other functions.

Small scale: Resist the urge to make every part of the plot monoculture annual vegetable beds; increase 
diversity, including lower maintenance systems. Keep distributing food around local network. Cycle and 
generate fertility onsite rather than importing it.
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Key planning tools: Zones: Zones are not hugely relevant as the plot is fairly small and a gardener is paid to
be there; however, placing elements needing most attention (especially those which need regular harvesting) 
near the gate or main paths would be advantageous if the plot is to be managed by volunteers in the future. 
Sectors: the site is already very sheltered from the wind, cool air is likely to pool at the bottom of the plot by 
the wall creating a frost pocket, which needs to be borne in mind when planning planting or any winter 
growing. Water tends to drain off site quickly so some sort of water collection should be arranged. Use the 
shade map when deciding where to place sun-loving plants, making use of warm micro climates. Attract 
beneficial wildlife into the system, and try to attract passers by.

Energy: Generate and cycle fertility within the system rather than both exporting and importing it; 
composting and mulching garden waste, mineral accumulating plants. Make use of pest predators (frogs 
insects, hedgehogs) providing habitat and food to attract them. Collect rain water rather than simply using 
mains water.

Wholes: How the plot is designed will affect the 'grow your own' courses and what people take from them, 
and also what the volunteers and passers-by learn about growing food. The plot may affect how local food is 
promoted in the town and may be part of generating interest. Currently the plot is using resources from 
outside the system which may be contributing to our negative impact on the planet.

Function How it can be met

Fertility More composting space. Compost grass clippings, leaf litter and prunings on site. Leave
less soil bare and reduce digging; use green mulches and green manure. Grow dynamic 
accumulators around the edge of the plot, including allowing nettles to grow.

Water Water collection using shed roof and pond. Use mulches and ground cover.

Pest control Encourage natural predators in the garden: hedgehogs, insects, amphibians and birds. 
Plant pest predator attractors, allow areas to grow wild, and provide other habitat such 
as 'bug hotels'. Consider beer traps from waste beer to protect particular plants e.g. 
young seedlings.

Starting 
seedlings

Combined potting shed/greenhouse in a sunny position.

Wider range of 
produce

Herbs and perennial vegetables, forest garden planting around fruit trees and bushes. 
Flowers and herbs around the edges of the annual beds. Winter salads.

Use of space Use the sunniest areas for annual vegetables and sun loving plants. Narrow beds for easy
no-tread access. Grow more fruit, herbs and other perennials and less grass. Use the plot
edges for low-maintenance ,wildlife-friendly, dynamic accumulators. Use the shed for 
starting seedlings.

Wildlife 
friendliness

Leave some areas wild, using seed bombs to introduce native plants. Grow plants that 
also provide food for birds and insects. Create habitat: a pond, piles of woody waste, a 
decorative bug hotel.

Lower 
maintenance

More perennials, mulching, less digging, onsite composting and other sources of 
fertility. Encouraging natural pest control as above.

Learning & 
awareness

This function is a whole design in itself, outside the scope of this design. Changes 
within the scope of this design which will assist this: use the chalk boards to encourage 
people passing along the canal to come in, talk to the gardener and take the excess 
produce. Grow a wider variety of produce and show a wider variety of methods of 
growing, via: fruit growing, forest garden planting, herb growing, container growing, 
stacking in the vegetable beds. Make some of the bug habitat decorative as well as 
functional. Have educational signage. Include a shed large enough to provide shelter. 
Leave space for people to gather in groups.
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Design map
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The current structure of the plot is left largely unchanged; it was not known how long the garden would 
continue for and I did not think suggestions for radical changes would be taken on board. Even were this not 
the case small changes would likely have been enough, but changes such as removing the shadiest vegetable 
bed or using the fertile patch at the bottom of the garden for food growing were ruled out due to this.

Key

1. Edges planted with Comfrey (Symphytum officinale) and broom (Cytisus scoparius), these are a good 
source of nitrogen and other minerals and can be used for mulching, composting and liquid feed. They will
help stabilise the bank and provide an ornamental border to the plot; they are both attractive to wildlife. 
Comfrey combined with a legume, in compost or mulch, is said to produce good levels of Nitrogen, 
Potassium, and phosphorous.

2. Composting Bins made from recycled pallets, placed here because this shady space where the bins for the
house are kept can't be used for anything else; there is also space to manoeuvre wheel barrows here. 
Another advantage of leaving the rest of this space free is that groups of people can gather here e.g. when 
the gardener wants to address the group during a course.

3. Extended vegetable beds to make most advantage of the sunniest areas identified by the shade map. The 
beds could be edged by wood from the local sawmill or recycled materials from the local recycling centre 
e.g. bricks or wood. The extended beds could be created via mulching but I feel the gardener will want to 
create them quickly by digging. It is likely the gardener will want to use the bed for annual vegetables, and
perhaps grow more sun-loving soft fruit. It is suggested that she also experiment with perennial vegetables.

4.  Main paths are at least 60cm wide for ease of use, there are some narrower connecting paths in the forest
garden. The paths are placed to avoid the need to tread on the beds, compressing the soil, and in the forest 
garden area to leave the sunniest places free for growing as much as possible. In the north forest garden 
patch the paths are also designed so that at one point where all the paths meet there is a space for a small 
group to gather. In the smaller beds paths are already present, so the added paths follow their pattern. In 
the larger bed the paths are horizontal to leave maximum growing area. The extant paths are mulched with 
bark; if it was desired to mulch all the paths bark might be sourced from several tree surgeons working in 
the area, or the local saw mill, or straw could be sourced from local farms.

5. The beds are edged by pest predator and pollinator attractors, edible herbs and edible flowers. 
These are all smaller plants mostly requiring plenty sunlight e.g.

Chervil (Anthriscus cerefolium) Nasturtium (Tropaeolum majus)
Chives (Allium schoenoprasum) Oregano (Origanum vulgare)
Creeping Savory (Satureja spicigera) Primrose (Primula vulgaris)
Dill (Anethum graveolens) Sea holly (Eryngium maritimum)
Marigold (Calendula officinalis)

6. Containers placed in a warm sunny area and near the gate so frequent attention can be given in passing. It
has been left to the gardener to consider what she might wish to demonstrate growing in containers.

7. Potting shed with a long, south facing window, large enough that it could be used as shelter for a few 
people. It is placed in one of the sunniest areas of the garden. The shed could also have been placed higher 
up the garden to enable the use of gravity to water the garden; however, this would only be needed in some
years and the warm microclimate was more important to the client. Suitable spaces higher up the garden 
would likely have been too shady, especially if the shed was required to provide some warmth in winter 
e.g. for winter salads.

8. Warmth loving herbs placed against the south facing wall of the shed in the sunniest part of the garden, 
these can be herbs less likely to survive even in the sunnier patch of the forest garden, and too large to go 
around the edge of the beds e.g. rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis).

9. Water collection from the roof of the shed, close to the pond to which the overflow can be directed.

10. Liquid feed which can also be supplied with water from the shed roof, though with the possibility of 
closing off the valve from the water-butts once it is full. Nettles, broom, yarrow and comfrey could all be 
added to the liquid feed.

11. Pond supplied by rain water from the shed roof, also placed in the least disturbed part of the garden (the 
wildlife' area) where wildlife can make most use of it and where other aspects of wildlife gardening are 
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shown for educational purposes. The pond is small as this is not a natural site for a pond and it will need to
be artificially created and maintained (it will need a liner and water supply). Also, a small pond will be 
sufficient to fulfil its functions. It has a lobed shape to increase edge (over a simple oval) and varying 
depths (stones will aid this), which increases its wildlife value. Water from the edge of the canal or another
pond will be added to introduce life.

12. Wildlife area placed where there was already the start of a wildlife area and in a position least likely to 
be disturbed. Largely left to grow wild (including the nettles growing here which are an important 
resource), some native shrubs with good wildlife value can be planted e.g. elder (Sambucus nigra) and 
guelder rose (Viburnum opulus). This area is likely too fertile to demonstrate a wildflower meadow but 
yellow rattle (Rhinanthus minor) could be introduced to weaken the grass, helping increase biodiversity. 
Other plants could be added by seed bomb to limit disturbance. 

13. Bug hotel, a decorative habitat for insects (see p40 for an example)

14. Bird feeding station placed near the back for minimum disturbance, bird feeders could also be hung in 
the forest garden areas

15. Brash pile from woody waste and fruit tree prunings, a habitat for insects, hedgehogs and other small 
mammals

16. Trained fruit trees taking advantage of the sheltered space and sunny wall, this was an interest of the 
gardeners so a species has not been suggested. Protection may be needed in early spring as this spot may 
be a frost pocket, this will also affect the species chosen.

17. Forest garden areas (detailed maps pp144-145) used to grow fruit, other perennials and self seeders, 
generally lower maintenance, more shade tolerant, plants. Placed where there are existing fruit trees, and in
the less sunny areas not as useful for vegetable beds.

18. Educational signposts, subjects could include:

-Wildlife gardening
-Container growing
-Perennial vegetables
-Composting
-Forest gardening

Forest Garden Planting (see p144 & p145)

A much wider variety of plants could have been suggested here but I felt it was better to keep to fairly 
common plants that the gardener would be familiar with and people were likely to use. In the north patch a 
wider range of plants is included as this area receives more sunlight, whereas the patch to the south includes 
more shade tolerant plants.

-Native plants were preferred for their wildlife value. 

-Additional trees were not included due to the uncertainty over the future of the garden and the desire of the 
client to focus on soft fruit. 

 -Wildlife-benefiting plants and pest predator attractors were included, many plants are 3-in-1: edible, 
wildlife benefiting and pest predator attractors e.g. European elder. 

-Plants which are ornamental or flowering as well as edible (e.g. Raman's rose, primrose, soapwort, 
elaeagnus) are included both to fulfil the desire of the clients to have an attractive garden and to educate 
people that a garden can be ornamental and edible. 

-Stacking occurs in time as well as space, using plants which take advantage of being under deciduous trees 
by coming into leaf early or late or being evergreen (wild garlic, bluebells, Babington's leek). 

-Nitrogen fixers and mineral accumulators are included (Elaeagnus, yarrow). 

-Edible, shade tolerant, ground cover plants are used e.g. pink purslane, wood sorrel, sweet violet.

-Sun loving herbs are planted in the north east section of the northward patch to take advantage of the 
microclimate here. Gooseberries are planted along the north edge rather than currants as this is likely to be a 
frost pocket. In the south site, currant bushes are only included at the sunniest south edge, with gooseberry 
down the east edge.
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Suggested plants

Angelica (Angelica archangelica)
Babington's leek(Allium ampeloprasum babingtonii)
Checker berry (Gaultheria procumbens)
Chervil (Anthriscus cerefolium)
Chives (Allium schoenoprasum)
Cowslip (Primula veris)
Creeping dogwood (Cornus canadensis)
Currents (Ribes spp.)
Elaeagnusx Ebbingei
European Elder (Sambucus nigra)
Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare)
Garlic chives (Allium tuberosum)
Gooseberry (Ribes uva-crispa)
Ground elder (Aegopodium podagraria)
Land cress (Barbarea verna)
Lemon balm (Melissa officinalis)

Lovage (Levisticum officinale)
Miners lettuce (Claytonia perfoliata)
Mint (Mentha spp.)
Oregano (Origanum majorana)
Pink purslane (Claytonia sibirica)
Primrose (Primula vulgaris)
Ramana's Rose (Rosa rugosa)
Sage (Salvia officinalis)
Sweet cicely (Myrrhis odorata)
Sweet violet (Viola odorata)
Thyme (Thymus spp.)
Welsh onion (Allium fistulosum)
Wood sorrel (Oxalis acetosella)
Yarrow (Achillea millefolium)
Soapwort (Saponaria officinalis

Forest garden, north patch
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Forest garden, south patch

Implement
This design was not implemented. As soon as I sought feedback from the gardener on my initial ideas it was 
clear she had lost interest in permaculture and had her own clear ideas about how she wanted to develop the 
garden. Additionally, others involved in the garden were keen to have as much space devoted to annual 
vegetable beds as possible and it had been decided to clear the wildlife corner for this purpose. See the 
evaluation for further thoughts.

Before implementation the details of the design, materials to be used and their sources would have been 
finalised and the implementation schedule would have been put together through discussion with the 
gardener. Below is an outline of the steps that would have been taken.

Main materials needed

-Wood from recycling centre or saw mill (for edging, sign posts)
-Pallets from the recycling centre
-Bricks/slates from recycling centre
-Pond liner, bought
-Shed greenhouse, perhaps bought (fundraising may be needed), could be adapted from a secondhand shed

-3 or 4 large growing containers (bought, reclaimed or recycled)
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-Water butts and liquid feed container (bought or reclaimed)
-Information signs, ordered from a custom sign maker or home made

Implementation tasks

This design would have been completed in late summer, preparation tasks would have been carried out over 
autumn, winter and early spring and planting would have started in spring.

What Resources and tools needed Estimated Time

Build compost bins Wood, drill, screws, screw driver 2ppl 1hr 

Extend vegetable beds and paths Spade, forks, edging materials, pegs, 
string, compost

2ppl 4hrs

Dig and line pond, Spade, fork, liner, heavy duty scissors, 
pond water, stones

1psn 2hrs

Mark out and edge forest garden areas and 
paths

Edging material, spades, pegs, string 4ppl 4hrs

Prepare forest garden beds Fork, spade, compost, mulching material 2ppl 4 hrs

Prepare ground for shed Spades, stakes, string level, paving slabs 2ppl 5hrs

Install shed A van or trailer, shed, screws, screw 
driver

3ppl 2hrs

Panting comfrey and broom at edges Plants, spades, trowels Depends on initial
number of plants

Planting shrubs and herbs in forest garden 
areas

Plants, spades, trowels Depends on initial
number of plants

Sowing seeds, direct or in shed. Trowels, seed trays, dibber, compost, Depends on initial
number of plants

Install containers Containers, compost 2ppl 30mins

Sow yellow rattle (plus any other desired 
plants) by seed bomb in wildlife area.

Clay soil or clay and compost, water, 
seeds

2ppl 30mins

Plant herbs and sow seeds around bed edges Trowels, watering can 2ppl 2hrs

Dig and line pond String, pegs, pond liner 1psn 2 hrs

Install water butts connect to each other and 
to ponds

Water, guttering, pipes and connectors, 
hose pipe, drill, screws, screw driver

2ppl 2hrs

Install bug hotel and bird feeding station posts, post thumper, drill, screws, pallet, 
fillers for habitat (broken bricks, slates, 
sticks, pinecones etc)

2ppl 2hrs

Install pre-made information signs Post, post thumper, signs, srews, drill, 
screwdriver

2ppl 1hr

Total ~80 man-hours
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Maintain
Additional maintenance tasks

The plot already functions as a vegetable garden, what would have been discussed and planned was the 
additional tasks arising from the design. How much time was devoted to many of these tasks would have 
depended on whether funding continued and volunteer availability.

Regular tasks (estimated times refer to one worker)

• Check and replenish bird food: To be done weekly, likely to take under 15 minutes.

• Water greenhouse and containers: Will be dependent of weather, perhaps 30 minutes twice a week in the 
summer.

• Adding material and water to liquid feed container: Likely to be done 3 or 4 times over the spring and 
summer, taking an hour initially, with top-ups taking less time.

• Using liquid feed on hungry plants or on high carbon compost or mulch: Frequency is difficult to predict, 
perhaps weekly or fortnightly in the spring or summer to feed plants (taking around 30 minutes), perhaps 
longer in the spring or autumn to soak high carbon mulches.

• Harvesting: There will be increased harvesting including soft fruit, salads, herbs. Frequency will be 
dependent on the presence of gardener or volunteers and will be done during general garden maintenance. 
Some of the new plants will provide a harvest several times a week over a season while others will be once
a year.

• Pruning: The fruit trees are already pruned annually, much of these prunings will now be placed in the 
wildlife area. Some of the other shrubs introduced may need pruning in spring and autumn.

• Other plant maintenance: Additional weeding will be needed, especially while the forest garden is 
becoming established; more vigorous plants may need restraining to allow others to establish. Other herbs 
may need to be pruned or divided from time to time.

• Green mulching beds and forest garden: Most likely in the spring i.e. when seeds are sown and before 
nettles and other plants have gone to seed, but can happen throughout the year. Difficult to estimate 
frequency and duration as will be as-and-when-needed and dependant on area covered.

• Adding material to compost heap: Will occur during general garden maintenance but if needed/if material is
available an hour may be spent a once or twice over the spring and summer cutting material to add (e.g. 
comfrey, nettles, broom)

Annual tasks

• Heavier mulching forest garden and bare beds: Usually done in the autumn around perennials or on bare 
soil, may take 2 hours.

• Empty fully rotted compost: Likely to be done in spring or autumn and spread on beds, dug in, put in 
containers or stored in potting shed. Time is difficult to estimate as is dependant on volume of compost 
and what is done with it.

• Clean shed window: once or twice a year taking 30 minutes to an hour.

• Clean info signs: once or twice a year taking around an hour.

• Clear shed gutters: once or twice a year taking 30 minutes to an hour.
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Evaluate & Tweak
Estimated costs

The following items are the most likely to be bought new, some of these might be obtained second hand or 
salvaged while others not included here might have been bought new. 

Shed-greenhouse £600
Signs £20 -£100*
Posts (for signs) £30
3xwater butts £75
Guttering/pipes/connectors £40-50
Hose pipe £10
Pond liner £25
Fruit bushes (bare root) £40
Plants £50**

        _______
     £890-£980

*Can be made cheaply from laminated card, or professionally made this would be dependant on funds and 
likelihood of wanting to update signs regularly

**This figure is low majority of plants could be sourced from local gardeners and other projects, if funding 
was available and quick progress was desired this figure could be much higher. 

Maintenance costs are difficult to estimate in this case; annual vegetable seeds are likely to be the biggest 
cost and this will depend on what the vegetable beds are used for and how much seed saving takes place. 
Funding will no longer be needed for compost, slug pellets, fertiliser and transporting manure and water to 
the site. Some income might arise from courses being run at the site.

What went well?

-I demonstrated that some relatively small changes could make the garden far more sustainable e.g. cycling 
nutrients.

-I found the shade map to be a valuable tool in completing this design.

-I was able to suggest ways of making use of different microclimates in a relatively small plot.

-I made use of an alternative design framework and set of principles

What went less well?

-The design was not implemented, the gardener turned out not to be very interested in permaculture or my 
ideas.

-I feel the lack of implementation really limited the learning opportunities in this situation.

-I was very aware of my lack of implementation experience during this design when trying to design the 
detailed planting.

-I was also aware of limitations in my knowledge, firstly in identifying the wild plants growing on the site, 
then of the forest garden plants and the niches they fill e.g. what depth are their roots? What plants other than
wild garlic and blue bells benefit from coming into leaf before deciduous trees?

- This design did not address the most pressing issues with the plot i.e. what happens when the funding runs 
out? How can the plot be made sustainable and benefit the community?

What would I do differently?

-I could have picked up earlier on the fact the gardener might not be that interested and was just trying to 
help me out, for example she went to a one day PC intro but left half way through.

-I talked only to the gardener because I knew the others involved would not be interested, I should have 
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considered what impact this would have on implementing any ideas I had.

-Given the above points I would have sought a different project, an informal discussion and exchange of 
ideas may have been more appropriate in this situation.

-Consider designing a sustainable future for the plot post-funding (this would have involved discussions with
several more people; lack of confidence prevented me doing this).

Lessons for future projects

-Watch out for cues as to whether someone is really interested in my contribution; consider if a design,, 
rather than an informal discussion, is really appropriate to the situation.

-I need more implementation experience; consider if I will gain anything from continuing with a design if I 
know it will not be implemented.

-I would like more knowledge of native wild plants.

-Lack of confidence is still causing me to miss opportunities to get projects implemented, I have not decided 
what to do about this.

Conclusion
I enjoyed the exercise of completing this design, identifying the simple steps that could be taken to keep 
energy in the system. This project is one of several land-based designs that have fallen through lately; on 
reflection I realise people have been trying to help me out rather than being genuinely interested: this is 
something I need to be aware of in future.

I did not learn a great deal through the process and am left wondering whether the design would have worked
in practice and what I might have learned from its implementation. What this process has highlighted to me 
is my own lack of practical experience and the effect this has on my confidence in my own designs. As I am 
planning to move house in the next couple of years opportunities for practical design are likely to arise, I am 
determined to use these to build my confidence.
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